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Along with the OMA staff and board, I would love to

see the Forza Vitale! grow into a communication tool

for our community to discuss the issues that face us in

the classroom, and in the world, every day. We hope it

can be a resource for you in the classroom, but we

also hope that you, PNW teachers, will share your hard-

earned knowledge with the rest of our community.

Your readership is vital, but your contributions to the

magazine are even more important to us. We would

love to read about your experiences, and to share

them with the Montessori teaching community.

 

Thank you for reading, and I look forward to your

submissions!

Hello Montessorians!

 

I wanted to quickly introduce myself as the Editor of

the new Forza Vitale!. I just finished my fourth year as

a lead guide, and I love the joy and challenge of our

work. Last summer, I completed my Masters in

Education from Loyola, and I loved the opportunity to

dig deeper into the topics of teacher research and

special education. 

 

Before I became a teacher I graduated with an English

degree from the University of Iowa, with a focus on

creative writing. I was also an editor on my school’s

literary magazine. Every one of these areas of study

and work has been a labor of love, so it’s very exciting

for me to put my passions together with the

opportunity to edit this publication!
KATIE DUNKIRK
FORZA EDITOR

LEAD GUIDE
HAPPY VALLEY MONTESSORI SCHOOL
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Intentions
B Y  A N A  V A N D E R P O L

P R I M A R Y  G U I D E

As I thought about the idea of the “spiritual

preparation” of the guide that Montessori referred to, I

kept coming back to the word intentions. There is a

huge trend right now for teachers to be more

“mindful,” and it’s a popular practice to develop and

cultivate mindfulness within our classrooms.  But how

do we do that when we’re knee-deep in parent

meetings, guide meetings, conference reports and

other life commitments? Whatever our roles are, if we

take time at the beginning of the year to set heartfelt 

Summer for me has felt luxurious and unscheduled,

busy and full, restful and rejuvenating.  From sleeping

in to staying up late to watch a new show, to meeting

up with friends for coffee and happy hours, summer

mode has been all about recharging so that we are

ready to be our best selves.  To be all the things that

we would hope to be every day that we are in the

presence of children. Some years are harder than

others, and some years deserve the gold stars and

lots of fanfare.  Maybe last year was your favorite

year. Maybe last year was one of the worst. 

Wherever you are in your journey as a guide, I believe

it’s important to take time at the beginning of the

year to set genuine, heartfelt intentions.

and genuine intentions, I believe that we can’t go

wrong.  It makes me think this might be the 21st

century version of the “spiritual preparation” that

Montessori was referring to.

 

I think intentions can often be confused with goals, but

there is a difference. Goals we set out to achieve, but

intentions are more of a mental framework for how to

think about a certain situation.  For me, setting

intentions for my upcoming year includes: how I want

my relationship with my assistant to be, how I want the

children in my class to see me, and how to show the

parents of these children my genuine love and care for

their child.  Writing down your intentions can be a

helpful exercise, and revisiting your intentions at the

end of the school year can help you reflect, and plan

for the future.

 

Intentions with your assistant:  Setting intentions

and discussing them with your assistant can really

enhance your relationship as colleagues, and

strengthen your commitment to the children in your

care, and to your partnership in the classroom. 

Setting aside time to meet daily, weekly, or as issues

arise is critical to your commitment to the children in
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your care. You may need to coordinate with your

administrative team to help schedule this.           

 

At the beginning of the year, I try and meet with my

assistant to talk about our personal and professional

goals. This is a great starting place to help frame our

conversations throughout the course of the year. I

recommend guides ask your assistant directly what

they need from you to help them understand their

role, and then try to provide it.  For some it is clear

and direct verbal communication, while others prefer

written notes.  Over the last few years, I’ve noticed

that when my assistant and I both write in our

individual observation notebooks and then swap to

read and respond in our own time, it helps to build a

mental connection between us. I’ve noticed that it

seems much easier for my assistant to share what’s

on her mind through writing after a long day than by

having a conversation. And because I have regular

access to my assistant’s observations, I was able to

use her perspective on a particular child to try a

different approach that was more successful.

 

Intentions for myself, with the children:  I read a

quote from Toni Morrison recently that really got me

thinking: “When a child walks in the room, your child

or anybody else’s child, do your eyes light up? That’s

what they’re looking for”. Like I said: some years in

the classroom are amazing, everyone is normalized,

and it’s easy to show that light; but some years are

truly the “little hells” that Montessori referred to in

her writings about the collective stage. The quote

reminds me of the idea of seeing (and lighting up

for) the child who is not yet there, because we know

that given the right supports and tools, children can

be incredibly independent. 

 

I like to focus my intention around how I want to feel 

in each moment and conversation with a child. As

primary guides, we can be caught up wanting our

shelves to be just perfect and that boot scrubbing

material to match exactly.  But, maybe you’re

inheriting a classroom and your budget is limited,

and that’s impossible; so you can celebrate that a

scrub brush, a bucket, a pitcher, and a bar of soap is

all you need to get it going. Remember: the children

don’t know what they don’t know!  They don’t care if

it doesn’t match entirely (and I hope Montessori

police won’t haul me away for saying so). When

things come together, it’s usually at precisely the

time it should.  Allowing ourselves some grace

around not having the perfect setup helps us

practice our own “friendliness with error”. We can

ask ourselves why we have the intention to keep

materials “in good working condition,” and what that

means for us:  is perfectionism making me a total

anxious ball of frustration? Can I be gentle enough

to be proud of myself for adding one new refreshed

material to my practical life shelf?  When should I

maintain my standards, and when should I let go of

my expectations of perfection, for the sake of

staying mentally available for the children?

 

Intentions for my families: Setting intentions for

interactions with other people can be difficult, but it

is very important.  Part of the challenge is that we

can’t control how others view us, but we do have a

say in how we interact and respond. We have many

opportunities to show our families our intention, even

through our simplest interactions. Parents work long

days, drive long commutes, and then take their

children home to perform the full-time job that is

parenting. I am not a parent, but I really try to make

an effort to show my parents support, and remind

them that they are doing an amazing– in fact, the
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most important – job: raising future leaders. Having

worked in Montessori classrooms for 14 year now, I

can say through my observations that parenting in

this place and time has huge challenges, and

parents are often very stressed. Sometimes they

need a cheerleader too!  I want my families to feel

confident that I know their child as a person, and

that my experience with this age group is going to

give them a solid foundation for learning. A mother

once told me, “You spend more time with my child

than I do.” While that could be taken in many ways,

the fact that she wanted that for her child spoke

volumes, and I chose to see it as an honor and

privilege.  

        

My intention this year for my families will be to really

listen and see, for example, who is showing up for my

Parent Education nights and who is not. I want to

know, who do I need to reach out to more?  Who do I

need to reach out to less?  Which parent has been

too quiet and would benefit from a quick check-in

email?  Over the years, I’ve found Jonathan Wolff’s

workshops very helpful in determining who to

prioritize and how to communicate best with my

parent community. This link might jump-start your

own intention setting: www.jonathanwolff.org

 

Helping other people is something that will always

be a part of who I am; it is part of my identity as a

human being on this planet.  This summer I wanted to

find a way to give back to my community in a way

that I don’t ordinarily would throughout the school

year, so I started volunteering at the Portland Police

Bureau’s Sunshine Division Food and Clothing pantry.

I discovered that offering my time to help people

collect food from the pantry and restock the shelves

is something that fills my heart with joy and

satisfaction. Of course restocking shelves,

 

roganizing, and keeping things tidy is a

Montessorian’s dream!

 

The pantry also provides pet food, and preparing

individual bags for pets was sometimes one of my

tasks. As I was preparing these bags one day, I

started to ask myself why I was doing this fairly

tedious task. Scooping the dog food, I decided that

my intention was to fill one special pup’s belly with

some goodness. 

 

I think sometimes that’s all anyone needs: someone

to see them, to think of them, to stop and feel their

presence.  

 

As we return to our classrooms to empty our closets

and sort through our pouring pitchers and trays, my

genuine hope is that the process of finding and

setting your intentions will be a helpful reminder of

why we do this work, as we start another school

year.  May your intentions find a way to manifest

through your classrooms, your students, your families

and yourselves – in the way you know best.
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Summer Poll
F A V O R I T E  A C T I V I T I E S

F O R  T H E  B E G I N N I N G  O F  T H E  Y E A R :  P R I M A R Y  E D I T I O N

We asked teachers around the PNW what their

favorite activities were for the beginning of the school

year, a.k.a the Collective Stage. Here’s what you told

us!

 

Grace and Courtesy Lessons   

Bathroom and water basics

Snack and lunch procedures

Walking in the classroom

Pushing in a chair

Walking around a rug

How to meet someone

How to make a friend

 

Spoken Language Activities

True stories

Story reading

Poetry

Name games! For example: toss (or roll) a ball of

yarn to make a web; everyone says their name as

they catch the ball 

Command games using the name of materials in

the room

“Bring Me” games

Oral game of classifications

Small and large body movement activities

Making a train touring the classroom

Silence game preliminaries 

Mindfulness games

Ballet

Stretching

Yoga

Basketball games: knockout or Horse

“Invisible ball”: every child names a different ball

and pretends to throw, kick, or roll it to the next

person, who chooses a new ball, until the group

cannot think of new ones 

Stories where children get to make sounds with their

hands to make an effect: rainstorm, or other sounds

the teacher makes up throughout the story

Punchinello game: (children surround 1 child) What

can you do, Punchinello, funny fellow? What can you

do, Punchinello, funny you? (child in center does

action: hop on a foot, twirl, etc) We can do it too,

Punchinello, funny fellow. We can do it too,

Punchinello, funny you! (children copy action) You

choose one of us, Punchinello, funny fellow. You

choose one of us, Punchinello, funny you! (new child

takes place in center) [Pamela Polk]
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Songs were the most popular activity, with one

teacher saying that she sings “just about any song.”

Some teachers, like Melissa Potter, accompany

themselves with an ukulele! Lydia Mirocha uses this

song to dismiss children to lunch: 23 little leaves so

bright and gay were dancing on a tree one day.

Along came a wind, it blew them around, and little

leaves (name) and (name) came tumbling down! 

 

Name songs: “Stand up...” or “Where is...” to the tune

of “Where is Thumbkin”

Jump around: “I’ve got a friend with (a blue shirt on

x3) and their name is… come on, (name) jump

around!

 

At the Beginning

Itsy Bitsy Spider

Musical Chairs

Grand Old Duke of York

Hokey Pokey

Boom-chicka-boom

Ten Horses

Three Little Birds

The Picnic Song

The States Song

The Garden Song

The Car Song

Head, Shoulders, Knees, and Toes

Tony Chestnut

Cool Breeze

 

Share your wisdom with the community!

Do you celebrate holidays with

your class? If you do, which ways

have you found to be the

most successful ones with the

children?

 
Send us your comments, thoughts and

answers with a quick email to

forza@oregonmontessori.org

 

For our Next Issue 
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1/22     
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3/14     
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COMING UP AT OMA

Montessori Teacher Sharing Fair 

Ages & Stages Questionnaires: Use and Implementation

Working with Neurodiverse Children Series (1/4) 

Working with Neurodiverse Children Series (2/4)

Working with Neurodiverse Children Series (3/4) 

Working with Neurodiverse Children: Dyslexia (4/4)

How to talk with Children About Race and Racism (Teacher

and parent workshops available)

How to talk with Children About Money & Financial Literacy

(parent workshop)

How to talk with Children About Screens (parent workshop)

OMA Annual Celebration & Award Ceremony
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Starting with Inclusion
K A T I E  D U N K I R K

P R I M A R Y  G U I D E

 

“In order to understand that good people can and do

contribute to racism and other forms of oppression, it is

useful to distinguish between individual and institutional

acts of racism. Institutional or structural racism refers to

a system of social structures that produces cumulative,

race-based inequalities. The pervasive and persistent

patterns of low performance by children of color that

occurs in schools across the US is an example of

institutional racism that is the result of cumulative and

collective policies, practices, norms, rules, and customs

that advantage White students and disadvantage

children of color.” (Moving Beyond Colorblindness in

Early Childhood Classrooms)

 

“Very often, in predominantly white schools and

classrooms, racism is expressed through the absences:

of curriculum content; of images; of toys; of staff; and

so on. These absences would suggest that we live in a

country and world which is populated exclusively by

white people….           

 “Just as children do not need to be able to define a

table in order to be able to use it as a table, there is a

sense in which young children, born into a racist society,

do not have to be able to define or recognize

something as racist in order to use racism actively and,

in so doing, to reproduce it constantly.” (Too Small to

Notice?)

An ugly fact we have to face as teachers in the United

States: we are part of a legacy that was colonialist

and racist since its inception. The history of schooling

in this country is chilling. Indigenous children were

stolen from their families and forced into boarding

schools, where they were punished for speaking their

native languages. Slaves were forbidden to read or

write, and after the Civil War, schools were segregated

for another century. School funding and the school-to-

prison pipeline reflect racial inequities to this day. For

many children of color in America, school – which

should be a place of learning and growth – is a site of

trauma. As educators, we have a unique responsibility

not only to the children in our care, but to the world at

large: we are part of this sad history, but we can

interrupt it.

 

The question of how to re-structure schools to create a

culture of inclusion and respect has limitless answers,

probably chief among them employing educators of

color, especially to teach in communities of color. But

while the percentage of White public school teachers

in the U.S. is decreasing – 90% of public school

teachers in 2006 (We Can’t Teach What We Don’t

Know: White Teachers, Multiracial Schools), but 80% a

decade later (Education Week, Aug 15 2017) 
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– the majority of teachers in the United States

continue to overwhelmingly be white. Montessori

schools are no different. With this knowledge, and

understanding the weight of the history of education

in our country,  how do we change the system to

avoid perpetuating these traumatic school

experiences? In a society built on a history of racism,

how do we teach children anti-racist ideas? As

Montessori teachers, we have already taken upon

ourselves the responsibility to help every child we

can along their path towards healthy development.

So: what barriers do we need to remove from the

paths of the children of color in our schools? And,

what barriers do we need to remove from the paths

of the white children at our schools? How do we

create a school culture that is affirming to every

student, and leaves no one behind?

 

These questions are essential, and delve into a much

broader topic than I intend to cover in this piece.

The resources cited would be excellent starting

points for any White teachers and administrators to

examine their own racial identities and how they

affect their work, but ultimately this is a topic that

we each need to think about carefully. Because this

is such a personal topic, I want to share some of my

own experiences in the classroom that led me

beyond multiculturalism and toward having ongoing,

straightforward conversations about race and racism

with preschoolers, as well as some of the

pedagogical research that has helped guide me

through this new and intimidating territory. But

ultimately, this piece is not about why it is

developmentally appropriate, or even an “ethical

and moral imperative” (Moving Beyond

Colorblindness p.339) to have these discussions with

preschoolers, and it is not a how-to guide on doing

so. Instead, I’m focusing on introducing the concept 

of an anti-bias anti-racist curriculum to a more

intimidating audience: the parents. At the beginning

of the year, parent outreach is already on our minds,

and many schools already schedule Parent

Orientations to introduce classroom routines and

Montessori philosophy. I consider this the perfect

opportunity for teachers to explain our intentions to

create and follow anti-bias anti-racist curricula,

because doing so at the beginning of the year allows

parents to mentally prepare and ask for resources if

they are uncomfortable with the topic.

 

In my classroom, my first experiments having honest

conversations about equality were actually feminist,

not anti-racist, based on the needs of my classroom.

For my first few years teaching at a play-based

preschool, I never heard blatant racism from my

students, but sexism was daily, almost like

background noise. Every day, little boys were

declaring their disdain for anything related to girls or

girlhood – but I did not see the same animosity nearly

as often directed from girls to boys. Because it was

so heavily weighted towards the boys, I thought it

might have something to do with our culture, and

how “gendered” children’s media had become. It

occurred to me that little girls are often told stories

or shown movies with male heroes, but boys almost

never have the opportunity to watch stories about,

and root for, girls. So, girls had the experience of

imagining what it would be like to be a boy, or

seeing things in male characters that they also saw

in themselves – but because boys were almost never

told stories about girls, they almost never got this

chance to practice empathy. Like children always do,

they were absorbing what they had been offered.

The adults in their lives probably had no intention of

being sexist! But when boys and girls are both

offered “boy” things, but only girls are offered “girl”
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things, it doesn’t take much of a leap for little boys

to recognize that they aren’t supposed to like “girl”

things; so, as the embodiment of their culture, they

don’t.

Based on extensive research, my reaction was to

pack my room full of girls’ stories: stories about girls

doing absolutely anything, as long as they were the

protagonists. Some were true stories about girls

overcoming obstacles, like sexist laws and customs;

some were pure fantasy, fairy tale indulgences in fun

feminine romps. Before sharing these stories, to stem

their protests, I assured my boys that these were not

“girl stories” but actually “stories for everyone.” I was

nervous I would lose their attention, but to my

surprise, the boys universally loved every “girl” story I

offered them. They would pore through the books

after I read them, gently stroking the sparkling

pages. These stories allowed my male students to

have the experience of  rooting for female

characters, and the more they knew them, the more

they loved them. Soon, as I made this a common

practice, I wasn’t hearing misogyny in my classrooms

anymore; in fact, the boys would be quick to point

out any injustice against girls, and they were often

more outraged about it than their female peers.

Watching this transformation felt important. This was

teaching. This was hitting something vital.

 

I knew that providing stories could increase empathy,

and I saw it work for my male students, but feminism

wasn’t the only thing on my mind. I started teaching

during the Obama presidency, and the racism I saw

in the greater world was just as concerning to me as

the sexism – though, I saw none of it in the classroom

until later in my career. Still, I was very mindful of the

stories I offered, and I filled my classroom with

picture books from my local public library filled with

people from all different backgrounds, with different 

 

experiences and levels of ability. I provided stories

with protagonists of every skin tone, and I was

careful to avoid problematic tropes, like only

offering stories about Black people and civil rights,

sports, or music. Those stories are the majority of

children’s stories about Black people, so I included

them, but I also told stories about Black doctors,

astronauts, inventors, and – my favorite – little boys

exploring their city on a Snowy Day. Later in my

research I would discover that this was called a

“multicultural” approach to teaching, where teachers

try to expose their students to different cultures

through stories, music, food, and celebrations; and a

multicultural approach is absolutely better than

making no attempt to show diversity at all. However,

what I would soon find out is that multicultural

stories weren’t enough. Showing diversity wasn’t

enough. I had to go deeper.

 

The influence of culture is strong, and the stories and

perspectives teachers offer in the classroom are only

a small percent of what children are exposed to. 

Despite my efforts, on two specific instances after

moving to Oregon, I heard students – who I typically

knew to be kind and empathetic children – saying

that they liked or disliked people because of their

skin and hair color. This rang alarm bells in me: I’d

never heard this type of blatant racism and colorism

in young children, and I didn’t know why it was

happening. I was offering diverse materials! True

stories about as many people from as many walks of

life as I could find! Why wasn’t it enough? What was I

missing?

 

What I was missing, I discovered in my research, was

a direct acknowledgment of the intersections: this

was the difference between a multicultural

curriculum and an anti-racist one. “Anti-racist 
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education is guided by the assumption that racial

oppression is largely a result of and connected to

class oppression,” as well as oppression on the basis

of “gender, physical disability, etc.” (“I Don’t See

Color” p. 366). It wasn’t enough to share True Stories

about the Underground Railroad and individual

women fighting for equality and labor strikes; I had

to tie all of it together in one over-arching,

continuing discussion on power, race, gender, and

money, and how these have interacted throughout

the centuries and into the present day. Easy, right?

 

It was a daunting task to introduce these concepts

to children, and one that I’m still working out (with a

lot of help from the sources I’m providing!). It was

even more terrifying to think about proposing this

idea to parents. But my students had already shown

me that they recognized race, and my research

taught me that “babies distinguish differences in skin

color from as early as six months” (Young Children’s

Curiosity about Physical Differences Associated with

Race p. 98); my students had shown me that they

were starting to internalize racist ideas, and my

research corroborated my observations that children

as young as 4 and 5 can make racist comments. So,

like the researchers I was studying, I realized the

“ethical and moral imperative" of discussing these

issues in the Primary classroom (Moving Beyond

Colorblindness p. 339). I knew I had to deepen my

curricula, and because these topics are so emotional

for many people, I knew that telling the parents my

plans would give them a chance to prepare

themselves for the conversations that would follow. I

already liked the idea of orienting the parents to the

classroom and the Montessori Method; Parent

Orientation seemed like a prime opportunity to open

the door to this subject, as well.

 

 

 

 

I had two fears with the revelation of my new

curriculum, and unsurprisingly as a White-passing

person, they surrounded the anxiety that White

people have in talking about race.

 

First: as a person who appears to be White, I didn’t

want to in any way alienate or uncomfortably

spotlight the few families who attend my school who

are not White. The goal was to be welcoming and

inclusive, not to isolate. Second: I was nervous about

the reaction of the White families. My school, like

many in Oregon is overwhelmingly White in

demographics. I knew from my research that White

people often meet discussions of race and racism

with “resistance, guilt, and shame,” and that they

often respond to these feelings “through denial,

blame, rationalization, and or avoidance” (He’s Too

Young p. 72). I was concerned that some of these

parents might not be ready to have these

conversations, and that their anxiety and uncertainty

might come out as anger – namely, at me, the person

who’s trying to talk about racism with their three-

year-old.

 

Luckily, my fears were misplaced: I was clear in my

statement of purpose that we would be having

conversations about true historical events as part of

an anti-bias, anti-racist curriculum, and I had

absolutely no backlash at all. On the contrary:

parents seem, if anything, a little relieved that I was

the one starting these conversations with their

children. I’ve even had parents encourage their

children to come to me with questions they weren’t

comfortable answering! I offered a written

opportunity for parents to ask questions or share

concerns after Orientation, and the most common

response was just thanking me for including this in

our curriculum. I haven’t had any families fight me on 
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the message of equality or anti-racism at all. It leads

me to believe that people avoid this topic because

they’re unsure how to talk about it, not because they

think it’s unimportant.

 

There is an idea that sometimes surfaces in anti-

racist discussions that it is not anyone else’s job to

educate White people about the history of racism,

because that is work White people have to do for

themselves, and because the world has

catered to White people for long enough. I

understand this argument, and I agree that all White

people have our own work to do in dismantling

racism. But we teachers are a unique community: we

have taken it upon ourselves to be educators

already. And while some White parents may initially

balk at the thought of talking about race with

children as young as 2, much of that resistance

stems from their own lack of knowledge and feelings

of unpreparedness to teach their children about

these extremely complex and difficult subjects, as

Terry Husband shared in his study on implementing an

anti-racist curriculum into his first grade class. 

 

Husband writes that two white parents fretted about

the age-appropriateness of his lessons on African

American history, and each of them showed some

degree of ignorance behind their anxiety. The first

parent acknowledged that he “felt unsure as to how

to have an age appropriate discussion of such

topics,” with his daughter, although he agreed that

she needed “to learn about what Whites did to the

world.” The second parent assured Husband that she

wanted her child “to learn about M. L. K. and African

American history,” but paradoxically “didn’t want him

to learn about discrimination.” (He’s Too Young p.

72)

 

 

 

Though Husband did alert the parents to his study,

and they all signed agreements to allow their

children to participate, these White parents still

sought out reassurance and resources when they

realized their lack of preparedness for the

conversations these lessons inspired. Offering

resources to parents during orientation at the

beginning of the year is not a fail-safe, but it is a

chance to set them at ease: first, you’re alerting

them that these topics might come home; second, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

you’re reassuring the whole community that you will

help them through these conversations, that they’re

not alone in taking on this topic, and that the whole

communityis going to be experiencing the same

process. If, like me, you are a White teacher working

with mostly White parents, this could be even more of

an opportunity. People of color are asked to teach

White people about racism often enough. White

teachers can take some of that burden off of them

by educating the families we work with. It’s possible

that it is, in fact, exactly our job to educate White

people about the history of racism. Every individual

has their own work to do, but we can get them

started.

 

When I talk with other teachers, I often hear that

communicating with and gathering support from 
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parents is one of the most stressful parts of our often

stressful work. This has been a major hurdle for me,

too: I started working with children when I was closer

to their age than their parents’, so talking to parents

was initially extremely intimidating to me. But when I

started my first job in a classroom, I suddenly had

parents coming to me, asking advice about their

children. I had no children of my own and was

several years younger than these parents – but

because I worked with a variety of children, I had a

greater general knowledge than they did, even

before my Montessori training. Suddenly the parents

I worked with weren’t so intimidating. I realized that

they were just doing their best to raise children in a

world that often gave them contradictory advice

(see: the entire internet) – but because they knew

and trusted me, I had a unique opportunity to help.

The more I opened lines of communication, sharing

activities we worked on in the classroom and how I

handled situations that arose, the more the parents

responded. Classroom activities became starting

points for conversations they had at home. They were

extremely grateful for every bit of information, and

incredibly open-minded. For instance: I told “True

Stories” about Martin Luther King, Jr. and the Civil

Rights Movement, and one White parent looked up

videos of Dr. King’s “I Have a Dream” speech and

watched them with his son. Would he have thought

to do this if Colin hadn’t come home asking about

it?            

 

I kept this experience in mind throughout my

Montessori training, especially in discussions about

Parent Education nights. With all respect to my

trainers, even during Montessori training, the specter

of parents looms: we were told that parents would

often be one of the most challenging aspects of our

job, and that Parent Education nights could help

them understand our system, so they won’t bother us 

 

with irritating questions about, for instance, the

importance of table washing in a digital world. This

is very true: Parent Education nights are fantastic

opportunities to share our method and why it works.

But perhaps more importantly, Parent Education

nights are excellent opportunities to develop and

nurture open lines of communication, which is shown

to both increase parent participation at school and

improve children’s outcomes at school. When

teachers communicate, parents are more likely to

trust us; when they trust us, they will in turn

communicate more. But we are the experts, and we

are the ones who are taking upon ourselves the

responsibility to educate children. Therefore, it is our

responsibility to create a culture of communication

with each family. This is particularly true for

institutions that are overwhelmingly White, serving

families who are not. An inclusive Parent Orientation

can open lines of communication and create a

culture of inclusion where families feel both seen

and heard, and which can lead to a much more

positive experience at school than many of the

parents we work with may have had as children. We

may not be able to heal the wounds inflicted in the

past, but we can do our best to prevent them in the

future.
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Some Considerations for Inclusivity

Does your school offer educational materials, parent handouts, and other necessary

documents in multiple languages?

Are there multiple channels for parents to communicate with teachers and

administrators as needed, and as they are most comfortable?

Is your classroom accessible to people with varied abilities?

Is there representation of people with varied abilities in your classroom? Your picture

books, your True Stories, your cultural artifacts?

Is there representation of LGBTQ+ people in your classroom? Your picture books, your

True Stories, your cultural artifacts?

Do you offer stories which highlight people from multiple cultures and backgrounds?

Do you offer stories written by people from multiple cultures and backgrounds?

Does your school offer need-based scholarships or other financial aid?

How many men work at your school, and how many women? How many men are in

positions of power at your school, and how many women?

How many White people work at your school, and how many people of color? How

many White people are in positions of power at your school, and how many people of

color?
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How to broach the Subject

 

Consider adding a paragraph about your commitment to anti-bias anti-

racist philosophy to your website, Parent Handbook, and Parent Orientation

packet. You could mention any specific steps you are taking to implement

this philosophy, or training sessions or resources your school is offering on

the topic.

 

Husband suggests conducting a “Third Period Review” to assess your

students’ knowledge of your topics of study before starting this curriculum,

because in his own classroom, his students had far more knowledge than he

expected. This is a great idea for starting classroom discussions, but could

also be helpful to gauge parental knowledge. At Parent Orientation, you

could consider offering parents an anonymous opportunity to share their

level of knowledge and/or ask for resources, before these discussions start

in the classroom.

 

Parent Orientation could also be an opportunity to invite parents to share

aspects of their own culture that they would like to be present in their

child’s classroom. This not only gives the child a strong connection between

school and home and a sense that she is valued in both spaces, but it also

offers the other children an opportunity to connect with a different culture,

in a unique and intimate way.

Another great resource? Check out the upcoming OMA workshop 

"How to Talk with Children about Race and Racism" 

 

Parent workshop (March 14 - 10 am to 12 pm)

Teacher workshop (March 14 - 1 pm to 4 pm)
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A Recipe for a
Succesful Start

T E R R Y  P I E R C E

M O N T E S S O R I  T E A C H E R  A N D  W R I T T E R   

 

once you have that, you can take them anywhere.

 

Every chef has his favorite tools and teachers are no

different. A lesson plan book is essential to scheduling

daily activities. Particularly, when you later do

extensive unit studies, you’ll need a path to follow the

course of activities. An additional notebook is also

helpful for keeping track of individual student progress.

This becomes indispensable when determining a child’s

lessons and for documentation needed for parent

conferences. For example, from a past notebook I’d

recorded on the first day of school that Tomas

demonstrated a long attention span, Tyler didn’t listen

well on the line, Jamal was exuberant about working.

Later, I could compare their progress. These basic

classroom concepts are key ingredients for strategizing

your first month. Initially, you’ll need to spend much line

time in preparing the children for that transition into

the Montessori environment. However, you must link the

home and school to make for an easy passage. In

addition, children won’t have the same concentration

levels, as they will later in the year, so change activities

frequently in the beginning. Finally, while establishing

ground rules is necessary, more importantly is having

buy- in from the children in establishing those ground

rules.
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How do you do it? asked our music teacher. We’re only

one-month into the school year. “Your class is always

well-behaved and able to stay focused.”

 

Taken back, I shrugged and responded, “I just follow my

start-up routine,” but truthfully, the routine I followed

wasn’t mine alone. It was a recipe for success, which

I’d created from personal experience, reading copious

amounts of Montessori literature, attending

conferences and observing classrooms whenever

possible. Like any successful recipe, it can vary a bit

from chef to chef -a sprinkle of kindness here, a dash

of patience there, I heaping cup of organization, but

the result is the same, I deliciously satisfying dish a.k.a

a harmonious classroom.

 

You need many ingredients for a prosperous school

year, but being organized and using advanced

preparation are essential. With a few simple tools, you

can organize the first month activities, making

adjustments as needed. By being prepared, you’ll be

more comfortable and confident in when your class is

headed. This, in turn, will spill over to the children. As

every Montessorian knows, children absorb everything,

including their teachers’ sense of confidence and

tranquility. Here you’ll gain the children’s trust and 

 



It’s a necessary step in establishing the

fundamentals. One October, I observed a Montessori

class filled with children who abused the materials

and disrespected their teacher. Afterward, I

questioned the directress about the class’s

background and her methods of starting the year. I

was not surprised to learn that she simply set them

free from the first day of school onward. She didn’t

take the time to teach her class the basics. She was

constantly addressing problems because the children

lacked the fundamentals understanding of

respecting the materials and people. This teacher

grossly misunderstood Dr. Montessori’s principle of

freedom. Her children did not know freedom with

limits. They knew freedom as license to do whatever

they pleased.

 

Providing activities that serve as a bridge between

the home and the school is particularly beneficial to

the child who’s never attended preschool. Your job is

to make a smooth transition for him. “Twinkle, Twinkle

Little Star,” or classic stories such as “Goldilocks and

the Three Bears” give the child a sense of familiarity

and make his adjustment to class life easier. Provide

non-Montessori materials from the work sessions,

such as bead stringing, Legos™ and blocks. By the

end of the first week, you will have presented

enough new Montessori materials, to where you can

gradually remove the non-Montessori work. It’s also

interesting to make note in your student progress

notebook of which materials individual children

chose. Here you’ll find insights into the child’s

interests and learning style. Early on, many children

have lower concentration levels, so let your schedule

allow for that. Change activities every 10 – 20

minutes for the first week. Depending on the group’s

progress, increase that time for the second and third

weeks. By the end of the fourth week, your class can

have a one to one-and-a-half hour work session

 

 

with group snack halfway through. Somewhere

around mid-October, eliminate group snack and

show the children how to have an individual snack.

This extends the work session to an uninterrupted

one and one-half to two hours.

 

Children can also be restless on the line in the

beginning, so after singing the morning song and

checking the weather and calendar, prepare a group

lesson that involves movement. The children could

practice walking around the work rugs without

stepping on them, or stopping at the ringing of a

small brass bell. Once they’ve stretched their legs,

they can stretch their minds with a more sedentary

lesson, such as using a crumb tray or stringing

wooden beads.

 

Another part of successful planning is to have on

hand a list of familiar songs and finger plays, as well

as grace and courtesy lessons the children will need

to master. Keep these lists in your lesson plan book

as a quick reference. After the first day, based on

their needs, you can adjust the lessons accordingly.

If the class has many returning students, you can

omit some of the basics. If the class is young, you’ll

be repeating the basics. “Walking in the classroom”

and “Sitting on the line” (legs crossed) were always

presented the first day of school in my class. The

rationale was to establish physical order

immediately, to avoid behaviors such as running in

the room or rolling around on the line. Dr. Montessori

said, “Internal order cannot come from external

disorder.” This establishment of external order

applies not only to the physical environment, but to

the children as well.

 

A secret ingredient for line time is to choose fun and

engaging language arts activities that will endear

you to your class. Visual aids, such as flannel board 
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SAMPLE LESSON PLAN OF
FIRST DAY OF SCHOOL

8:00 Have children come in from
outside and sit on line:
- spacing on the line
- how to sit and raise hand
- introduce each child and
take a roll (have child sit on
lap and sing "her name is"
song)
- take photos of children
Calendar and weather

8:20 Group Lesson: How to walk in
the room (demo and practice)

8:45 Group Demonstration: use of
materials
- puzzle
- giant pegboard
- large bead stringing

9:00 Work Session: Invite children to
take work out

9:15 Circle/line time: "who's room is
this?" (Paula Polk Lillard's Children
Learning)
- tissues
- trash can
- toilet
- drinking cups

9:25 Group Lesson: Snack clean-up

9:35 Snack

9:50 Language Arts:
Five little monkeys (with puppet and
mitt)

10:15 Explain outside safety rules

10:20 Outside play

Circle/Line time: 
- lunch set-up and clean-up
demonstration
- Wash hands

Lunch

Circle/Line time:
- Read "Goldilocks and the Three
Bears"

Group Lesson:
- Book Care (carry, turn pages,
return to shelf)

Work Session: Invite children to take
work out

Music:
"Creative Children's Songs" sing
along tape

Outside play

Inside for nap preparations:
- use toilet
- bedding set-up
- shoes off
- head down
- lay quietly

Part-timers picked up and nappers
lay down.

10:50

11:10

12:00

12:10

12:15

12:30

12:45

1:10

1:30
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sets, puppets, and storytelling props go beyond the

ordinary reading picture books and will have the

children eager to come back for more. Each day of

the first week, choose a different song/chant to sing

the children’s name (not only for your benefit, but to

aid them in getting to know each other). Some days

each child might sit on your lap, while other days

they could stand, but regardless of the activity,

everyone hears his name and feels special. In

addition, I took a photograph of each child the first

day of school and had the film developed by the end

of the day. I mounted each picture on colorful paper

and posted on the wall, with a theme, such as “look

who’s in school now!” The children were delighted to

see their picture when they arrived at school the next

morning, and the parents loved having a keepsake.

 

Establishing ground rules is another objective of the

first week. The philosophy of psychologists Jane

Nelsen and H. Stephen Glenn, P.h.D., are effective,

particularly for a class with returning students.  At

line time, I explained that we needed to make some

rules, so everyone could feel safe and happy while at

school. As the children brainstormed, I wrote every

idea on a white board. Typically, they would say

“don’t hit” or “be careful with stuff.” After discussing

the list, we’d establish three rules, usually something

like, 1) Be nice to each other, 2) Treat the materials

carefully, and 3) Be helpful.Later, the best “writers”

would copy the rules onto one large piece of paper,

and their classmates would add artwork in the space

above the writing. Everyone participated in making

the poster. I then laminated and posted it on the

wall. On another day, we’d discuss the consequences

of breaking the rules. “How did Mary feel when you

knocked the Pink Tower over after she’d built it?

Which rule did that break? How can you fix your

mistake? How can you make Mary feel better?” It 

 

 

seemed that whatever the problem was, we could

always related it back to the rules.Parents are

another important component of your classroom’s

recipe for success. While many of them are eager to

be involved, you must be clear that they respect your

time to bond with the class and establish routine. A

“back to school” parent meeting the week prior to

opening is valuable for explaining your expectations

and alleviating parental first day jitters. Thank the

parents for their trust and allowing you to

participate in their child’s life. It is, after all, a

privilege to work with children. Let parents know that

some children might cry in the beginning, but it’s

nature’s way of hastening the bonding process

between you and that child. If you and the child are

to connect, the parent must allow this to happen by

leaving promptly at drop-off time, even if his is the

crying child. Emphasize with them, but remain firm

that this is how it must be.

 

Tell Parents that the first few weeks are critical for

establishing the year’s foundation, so no observers

are allowed until after Mid-October. Some parents

cringe and question this policy, but you must remain

adamant. Observers in the classroom can be

distracting for some children, breaking their

concentration and sense of order in the environment.

It’s these very things that you must protect. A recipe

will vary from one chef to another, as a class will

vary with one teacher or another. Using these

ingredients for a successful school year will depend

on the minute details of how you implement them.

While there are countless variations on applying

these points, using the basic ingredients will help you

guide your children towards creating a harmonious

classroom.
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31 Group Lessons for Starting the Year

 

How to sit on the line (legs crossed)

How to raise your hand to speak (and wait to be called on)

How to walk in the room

Using a quiet voice

Bathroom basics

How to walk to the line and sit down

Unrolling and rolling the work rugs

Walking around the work rugs

Pushing in your chair

Using the quiet corner

Stopping at the sound of the bell

Introduction to Walking on the Line exercises

How to ask to watch someone work

How to watch someone work (without disturbing)

Care of books

Saying "Please" and "Thank you"

Carrying objects (bucket, pitcher, tray, basket, puzzle)

How to stand in line

Hand washing (at a sink)

 How to interrupt ("excuse me")

Caring for classroom animals

 Caring for plants

 Table manners

 After eating clean-up

 How to cough/sneeze (into the bend of the arm)

 How to use and dispose of a tissue

 How to greet children and parents

 Caregiver/daily helper list

 Nap etiquette

 How to open and close a door

 How to put work away (orderly and square to the shelf)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

This article was reprinted with permission from the

author

(Montessori Reporter, Spring 2002)

 

TERRY PIERCE is the author of twenty-three children’s books,

including Mama Loves You So, Mother Earth’s Lullaby,

and Soccer Time! She was a Montessori teacher for twenty-

two years before writing for children. Terry holds an MFA in

Writing for Children and Young Adults from Vermont College

of Fine Arts and teaches for UCLA Extension Writers’

Program. Visit her at https://terrypiercebooks.com/
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WINTER

Contributing to Forza
S E N D  Y O U R  S U B M I S S I O N S  F O R  U P C O M I N G  I S S U E S

Example topics: Bringing family traditions to school,

multi-cultural baking projects, recognizing holidays

celebrated worldwide

Cultural Appreciation

Submission deadline: 11/18

SPRING

Example topics: Parent-teacher conferences,

preparing students moving on to elementary/ upper

elementary, graceful goodbyes to leaving families,

Parent Education Nights

Communications

Submission deadline: 2/17

SUMMER

Example topics: childcare at school outside school

hours, garden parties, fundraisers and auctions,

inclusive class outings

Community Building

Submission deadline: 5/18

email questions and
contributions to 

forza@oregonmontessori.orgDo you have Elementary, Adolescent and/or

Infant/Toddler level experience?

We want to hear from YOU! 

Original pieces or recommended reprints welcome
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